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This week in nursery we have had mixed weather! We've been out in the bright 
sunny cold dry weather finding signs of Spring! We found many green shoots 
pushing up from the ground, some tiny blossom buds, crocus flowers and even 
some flowering daffodils. We had fun waving to our long, long shadows on the 
way! We talked about it being a new season and a new month.  
 
On other days we needed our waterproofs on and we're out in the drizzle and, 
at one point, the pouring rain. Something about the rain inspired playing with 
water. This week many children decided to get busy making muddy chocolate 
soup and cakes for our toy dinosaurs! We've also had many games of stepping 
from crate to crate and tyre to tyre. Often these involve avoiding pretend lava, 
which some children decided to imitate using piles of leaves, an innovative 
idea!  
 
This week we have explored and invented addition sums. We have used  
objects, such as pebbles and toy dinosaurs. We are focussing on subitising 
amounts to five, just by looking not counting, if we can. This week we invented 
lots of different sums that made four. 
 
We enjoyed seeing photos of Alice's special birthday trip to London and, of 
course, sang happy birthday to her and had a birthday biscuit.  
 
It has been World Book Week! We have loved having so many brilliant different 
stories brought from home. Throughout the week we have heard about the 
children's favourite parts of their own books. Some children helped tell their 
stories to the all of us and reminded us of repeated refrains! We have enjoyed 
many, many story time reads of all the different books and even invented  
actions to help us join in some stories. What a fun fabulous feast of words and 
images, facts and imagination! 
 
Hope you have a good weekend and enjoy sharing a good book with your 
child!  
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